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IALS: Dedicated to Research, Leadership, And Educational Excellence.
THE WELCOME BACK EDITION: EDITOR’S COMMENTS

With many thanks to the IALS Executive Board and to our current president,
Dr. Jill Serada for her leadership, we are pleased to present the seventh volume of the International Association of Laboratory Schools Journal. It is without question that the valuable work of laboratory schools across the world and in the association have continued to positively impact the lives and the education of our children. In this volume and in all that follow, we aspire to provide a home for the myriad voices that are represented within our laboratory schools and to celebrate our collaborative achievements with even wider audiences.

This volume represents the combined efforts of a broad spectrum of IALS members. Laboratory school teachers, university professors, and graduate students from across the globe have contributed their academic work to this volume, and by doing so, they have asked us to consider our own stake in the greater mission of our schools. As such, we are proud to present the following contributions to this seventh volume of the IALS Journal.

In the featured article, “Dream Telling, Dream Writing & Dream Dancing: College Students and Fourth Graders Create Together,” Jeanne M. Schul and Julianne Bailey discuss their nine year collaboration to embed kinesthetic learning practices alongside the process of writing. The article creatively parallels the process of writing: planning, revising, critiquing, and reflecting, to the art and the act of performance itself. Their work speaks meaningfully to the ability of our laboratory schools and their partners to advocate for and to execute innovative instruction for our students.

Coming from Kobe, Japan, Dr. Katsuki describes the impact of the earthquake and resulting tsunami on school children. Examining data on mental health and physical health, this article considers how schools might address students’ needs at such times. Indeed, it may be that laboratory schools could lead the way in preparing for disaster and in meeting community needs during a disaster.

Comparing the missions of two laboratory schools is the focus of Dr. Dillon and Dr. Pinedo-Burns. Writing from schools in New York City and from the United Arab Emirates, the authors compare contexts, mission statements, and the manners in which these schools fulfill their missions. As editors, we hope that the broad scope of these articles will deepen the international reach of IALS and the IALS Journal.

Our final contribution “That’s Not Fair! Equality and Justice in Diverse Early Childhood Classrooms,” co-authored by Sandra Brown Turner, Satomi Izumi-Taylor, and Vivian Morris advocates for the importance of embedding culturally diverse children’s literature into classroom. By examining four key issues: culture, language, and fairness; racial identity and fairness; gender identity and fairness; and the family structure and fairness, this article argues that children’s literature serves as the link between what children see and what they understand about the world around them.

Further, we are pleased to feature an editorial penned by Dr. Cheryl Slattery regarding the synergy that exists between teacher education faculties and laboratory schools. In addition, we are pleased to include two relevant book reviews, written by Dr. Elizabeth Morley, that provide a glimpse into two very promising new books.

To conclude this volume, 2016 Conference Organizer, Nicolas Ramos Ortiz, presents notes on the keynote speakers, conference sessions, and events at the IALS Annual Conference in Puerto Rico titled, “Beyond Laboratory Schools: Transforming Lives.”

As contributing editors, we are honored to celebrate the work that you do in your laboratory schools, with your colleagues, and for your students each day. We hope you enjoy this edition and that you, too, will consider honoring your outstanding teachers and laboratory schools and submitting your academic research and writing in future volumes of the IALS Journal.

Dedicated to research, leadership, and educational excellence,

Dr. Shannon Mortimore-Smith
Dr. Christopher Keyes

Editors
Dream Telling, Dream Writing & Dream Dancing:
College Students and Fourth Graders Create Together

Jeanne M. Schul
PH.D., DANCE SPECIALIST AT BERRY COLLEGE

Julianne Lindholm Bailey
M.ED, TEACHER AT BERRY COLLEGE ELEMENTARY AND MIDDLE SCHOOL

Introduction

How do dreams, creative dance, and creative writing figure into a fourth grade laboratory school curriculum and an undergraduate course simultaneously? Where would you find a college faculty member listening to the dreams of nine and ten year olds? When does a fourth grade teacher give dream writing assignments to college students? At Berry College, the collaborative teaching techniques of a college dance instructor and a laboratory school teacher make all of this possible, and more!

The opportunity to add kinesthetic learning to the academic day of fourth graders has proven invaluable. Students at this age love to absorb knowledge with all their senses. Movement excites the students, keeps their attention, and helps focus their natural urge to move. The collaboration between fourth graders and Berry College students in the college dance studio has been one of the most exciting times of the school year.

Kinesthetic learning works well with the constructivist approach to education of both the Berry College Charter School of Education and the Berry College Elementary and Middle (BCEMS) Laboratory Schools. Constructivism enables the student to create meaning through experience, to reflection on those experiences and to draw conclusions. Entrusting the students to create a finished performance piece allows the students a chance to grow and learn through meaningful, purposeful interaction. Additionally, as the motto of both the college and the lab school is *educating the head, heart and hands*, finding a path for educational experiences that go outside the classroom walls and textbooks enhances curriculum for both schools.

In today’s educational climate, fine arts can get relegated to “extra” activities once the “real” learning has occurred. The laboratory school has a huge advantage in being able to tap a wealth of fine arts resources provided by a college. That opens up a wide range of new learning experiences that reach other areas of the brain and development. Students at BCEMS can hardly wait until it is “their turn” to get to work with the college students. The college class and the fourth grade class meet weekly for twelve weeks. The goal of the creative movement sessions is for small groups of college students and fourth graders to create a dance for a final performance for the laboratory school and parents.

From the very beginning of the course, the college students were fascinated by the idea of teaching academic curriculum through dance and movement. Education major, Corley Peth, offered this reflection: “There is something to be said about applying movement in your classroom. As a student who could neither sit still nor keep my mouth shut for the majority of my elementary school years, I often wondered how my experience may have been different if the teachers didn’t take away recess or applied kinesthetic learning techniques in their lesson plans.” As a future teacher, she pointed out: “The reason I chose to take this class was to learn about applying movement in my own classroom. I want children to come to my class excited that they won’t have to sit still for an entire hour while I lecture to them.” There is very little lecturing taking place during the hour in the studio that the fourth graders join the college students each week!

Dr. Jeanne Schul wrote the curriculum for the dance program and has taught dance at Berry College for the past 22 years, but her focus on children’s dance began when she completed her undergraduate degree from SUNY Bockport and was hired to work with the National Endowment for the Arts: Dancers-in-the-Schools program. Once she began teaching at Berry College, she created an undergraduate course entitled Children’s Creative Dance, which drew from her 20 year career of...
teaching creative dance in public and private schools. Her dissertation from Pacifica Graduate Institute entitled, Creating Dances from Dreams: Embodying the Unconscious through Choreography, brought together her lifelong career in dance with her psychological study of dreams. She now teaches graduate courses in Dreamwork, Expressive Arts, and Somatic Studies at Pacifica in addition to undergraduate courses at Berry College. Julianne Bailey has been teaching for 15 years. She has her bachelor’s and master’s from the University of Texas. She has taught in public schools, private schools and homeschool co-ops. She has taught a variety of grades from kindergarten through seventh grade.

In the early stages of a nine year collaboration, Dr. Schul and Mrs. Bailey varied the curriculum each year. Their goal was to physically engage the children in learning their classroom curriculum by adding kinesthetic learning to science, math, and language arts. They discovered that their team-teaching efforts were particularly fruitful when they combined the writing curriculum with movement. For the past three years, the start of every class in the studio has begun by reading both the children’s dreams and those of the college students that they bring to the studio. In this way, dreams became the great equalizer. No one’s dream was more important than anyone else’s. Dreams became the starting point for writing and moving. This article will discuss their three years of team-teaching with a focus on dreams to teach expressiveness in writing and movement.

Both Dr. Schul and Mrs. Bailey have observed, over the nine years of building this class, the construction of learning as college students and elementary students translate ideas from their heads into the movement performance pieces. The planning, revising, critiquing, reflecting, adjusting and then performing their ideas combines all the skills, knowledge and ownership that contributes to building the lifelong learners that the college and the lab school strive to nurture. We urge fine arts faculty and the laboratory school teachers to find creative ways to collaborate. In our experience, this team-teaching approach is enthusiastically received by elementary and college students alike and both groups of learners benefit greatly.

One might question why we chose dreams as our theme. What we learned was that fourth graders were thrilled to be asked to talk about their dreams. The first day that Dr. Schul entered their classroom and asked if anyone had a dream recently, nearly every hand in the room shot up in the air! After listening to every dream and hearing classmates exclaim that they had experienced similar dreams and nightmares as their peers were telling, the co-teachers knew they were on to something! Their dreams held so much mystery that the laboratory school students were very curious to pursue them as a class project.

The next inquiry might be: Is this approach to teaching supported in the literature? The challenge in answering this question is that the literature on children’s dreams focuses on very specific approaches. In the article, “The Development of Cognitive and Emotional Processing as Reflected in Children’s Dreams: Active Self in an Eventful Dream Signals Better Neuropsychological Skills,” Sandor, Szakadat, and Bodizs (2016) point out that their study was “the first to explore the connection between children’s cognitive maturation and dreaming” (p. 59). What this team of dream researchers discovered suggests that “the dreamer’s presence in their dreams (manifested in activities, interactions, self-effectiveness, willful effort, and cognitive reflections) indicates more effective executive control in waking life” and “the quality and content of these activities and interactions are correlated with the child’s capacities of emotional processing” (p. 58). In our work with the fourth graders, most of the dreams that they chose to present were those that represented themselves as active dream figures, often with a great deal of affect. In their small group interactions with their special college teachers, many emotions were discussed and safe ways of embodying those feelings became part of the movement they created together.

The next consideration was the interaction of the pre-service teachers with the dreams of their fourth graders. In the article, “Dream Work with Children: Perceptions and Practices of School Mental Health Professionals,” Huermann, Crook Lyon, and Fischer (2009) indicate that most practitioners did not feel competent working with children’s dreams, but were interested in receiving more inservice training in dream work. Our work with the children’s dreams differed from this survey in that Dr. Schul’s dissertation focused on creating dances from dreams, so her college students were coached continuously throughout the project. Also, our interaction with dreams never involved interpretation. Instead, we listened and explored the dreams creatively. A third aspect of our project that was unique was that both the college student and the fourth grade student shared their dream assignments. So, there was no power differential in that interaction.

How does one build a constructivist learning experience when collaborating between an elementary class—with a variety of skills and interests and coordination—and
reflect significant anxiety about meeting their fourth grade movement. At first, the college students’ thought letters way that it teaches how to instruct children in dance and evaluations, such as: “This course is wonderful in the classtime has consistently received very positive course the opportunity to work directly with children during school students, the performers’ parents, as well as invit-
and community: including all the elementary and middle in a dance performance for the entire laboratory school and their college teachers, which ultimately culminated embodied experience for both the laboratory students and directed by the dreamer. Using creative writing, a child can embellish that story, continue it, change the and directed by the dreamer. Using creative writing, a child can embellish that story, continue it, change the dialogue, or create an entirely new ending” (p. 246).

Our creative movement approach involved listen-
ing into the dreams of all the participants and making dream-based dances through improvising and playing with various aspects of the dreams. This way of working was supported in Oremland’s 1998 article, “Play, Dreams, and Creativity,” which was published in Psychoanalytic Study of the Child. He concludes that of all the aspects of childhood, “only dreaming continues as the vestige of early creative abilities” and “for most individuals, only dreaming remains as the creative playground . . . creative individuals are our collective dreamers who continue to know how to play” (p. 34).

Circling back to the question of how a constructivist approach to teaching in the laboratory school relates to our dream-themed creative movement sessions between the fourth graders and the college students, the literature supported our concept once again. In Dreamcatching: Every Parent’s Guide to Exploring and Understanding Children’s Dreams and Nightmares, Siegel and Bulkley (1998) explain: “A dream is a story created, produced, and directed by the dreamer. Using creative writing, a child can embellish that story, continue it, change the dialogue, or create an entirely new ending” (p. 246).

Our collaboration expanded the dream writing into an embodied experience for both the laboratory students and their college teachers, which ultimately culminated in a dance performance for the entire laboratory school and community: including all the elementary and middle school students, the performers’ parents, as well as invited college faculty and students.

From the perspective of the undergraduate students, the opportunity to work directly with children during classtime has consistently received very positive course evaluations, such as: “This course is wonderful in the way that it teaches how to instruct children in dance and movement.” At first, the college students’ thought letters reflect significant anxiety about meeting their fourth grade “buddies,” with fears ranging from not being liked by their assigned students to concerns about how they will handle difficult situations; but the final thought letters invariably describe great satisfaction with nurturing the learning experience of their fourth graders and the outcome of their work together. Often, the spontaneity of the children’s creative movement inspires the college students to take more creative risks, rather than simply dancing with the technical training they have acquired. Psychology major and dance minor, Emily Bevels, pointed out: “Our students were never self conscious. They were willing to put themselves out there, and that was so inspiring for me. I often worry that as a dancer with little technical training that I am not good enough, but watching my students I realized that there is no true measure of success unless a person is unwilling to try. Every single one of my students was just happy to work on the piece, and it showed.”

The focus on dreams involved both the fourth graders and the college students in dream writing assignments for every creative movement session, which they brought to the studio and shared each week. This mutual sharing between the children and their college teachers very quickly built trust, enabling more creativity to blossom when they began to move the characters and action in their dreams. Lisa Robertson, an Exercise Science major and Chemistry minor, wrote: “The storyline and character dynamic activity sparked creative plot formation in the students and college teachers. It was a great way to improve character communication through dance.” She also noted: “I have tried to include descriptive words, show emotion, and highlight characters in my dream logs to serve as an example for the fourth graders.”

**Preparation**

Before the semester begins, Dr. Schul and Mrs. Bailey meet as team-teachers and map out the curriculum. As the dream specialist, Dr. Schul visits the fourth grade classroom and talks about dreams. When it is the students’ turn to share, almost everyone is bubbling over with dream stories or nightmares. In the college course, Children’s Creative Dance, Mrs. Bailey visits the dance class to talk about the fourth grade curriculum, learning goals, behavioral expectations, and developmental issues. As the fourth grade classroom teacher, she explains the goal of integrating creative movement into the Language Arts curriculum. Economics major and dance minor, Emily Zillweger, shared: “I am extremely excited to learn with these students about translating language into movement through the avenue of dream.” After three classes with the
fourth graders, college student Lisa Robertson wrote this journal reflection: “Fourth grade, as Mrs. Bailey described, is a special year developmentally for students. They are beginning to understand how the world connects around them and the influence they have on it. This wonderful time occurs before romantic interests dominate major behavioral decisions. This allows room for much growth and influence in the classroom! Children’s Creative Dance, in particular, has aimed to develop expressive communication skills through movement while instilling confidence and kinesthetic awareness in students.”

Before combining classes, the fourth graders work on their writing skills. At Berry College Elementary and Middle School, students write daily. In the elementary curriculum, an important piece of that writing time is journaling. In fourth grade, journals are written in for up to thirty minutes and vary from written conversations with the teacher (letter journals) to responses to a prompt, as well as connections with text (books being read to the class) and open responses.

Before the collaboration between classes begins, college students in Children’s Creative Dance learn unique approaches to basic movement and dance skills, while also clarifying creative dance terminology. After the first three weeks of the semester, the Monday class is spent experimenting with dance activities which will integrate dreams in the Wednesday class with the fourth grade buddies. This approach enables the college students to feel prepared to lead their elementary school partners through the activities in which creative dance is integrated into the writing curriculum. In her first thought letter, college student Lisa Robertson wrote: “A subsequent objective of the class is to enhance classroom material. Presenting concepts of creative writing and other subjects through an alternate media (dance) may relate stronger to some students than traditional classroom learning. At the very least, the topics are reaffirmed and solidified for others. From my observation as a ‘college buddy,’ the students respond with enthusiasm when given the opportunity to connect classroom topics to creative dance.”

**Becoming a Dreaming Community**

The importance that this collaboration places on using dreams as a focus of the curriculum has a basis in human development: dream sleep helps the brain restore and process data (Mallon, 2002, pp. 10, 12). Elementary students are spending seven hours a day absorbing new information, including the writing curriculum. College students are potentially spending just as long on their classes daily. Understanding the brain’s purpose for dreaming allows students to see dreams as necessary and helpful to their own development. Additionally, dreams help students deal with the unknown (pp. 17, 21). Both fourth graders and college students are dealing with anxiety in their school settings. Consciously reflecting on dreams allows students of all ages to consider the anxiety that may be surfacing. Furthermore, providing a safe zone for talking about dreams allows students to work through difficult feelings (p. 51) In her research, Mallon finds that nine and ten year olds (fourth graders) have many dreams that deal with insecurity and vulnerability. Our curricular focus on dreams allows students to not only understand the purpose of dreams but to also work on their own emotional health and security over and beyond the academic benefit.

To enable everyone involved to feel comfortable with dream exploration, the first task as teachers is to create a judgment-free environment. It is imperative to establish a safe container for the children’s dream work where no one feels ridiculed because of the content of their dreams. Because fourth grade is a time of enormous transition—leaving the state of childhood but not quite moving into the preteen era—nightmares are more likely to flare up. Most of the children did not initially have many opportunities to process these disconcerting dreams. It was important to honor the children’s dreams by giving them a place to be written down, discussed, and enacted. However, the class policy was *not to interpret the children’s dreams* in any way. In the role of teachers, as opposed to therapists, the recommendations of Siegel and Bulkeley (1998) were followed, which advise parents to “welcome the playful creations of their children’s dreams with the same open, noninterpretive attitude, admiring and celebrating these imaginative wonders without making disruptive analyses and interpretations of what the parents think the dreams ‘really mean’” (p. 34).

The fourth graders definitely claimed ownership of their dream stories and images. Their enthusiasm about sharing them provided a great starting point for incorporating something that every child could do. Creative problem-solving techniques were employed during the planning aspect of the lesson. College student Lisa Robertson described this process in her assessment of the fourth lesson: “Our brainstorming activity for the creative dance performance was successful, organized, and incorporated lots of ideas from students’ dreams.”

When the topic turned to nightmares, the teachers assured the children that they are not alone in their experience of having scary dreams. In fact, students worked
with ways to make their threatening nighttime visitors more tolerable. One example presented was to enact aspects of the frightening dreams—when exploring the action or verbs or emotions in a dream—but suggested that the frightened dreamer change roles and act out the role of the pursuer, instead of the one being chased. Generally, this empowered the dreamer and offered another perspective on the dream.

Because dreams are precisely what we know least about ourselves, everyone was cautioned not to share anyone else’s dream. In this era of instantaneous communication, it felt imperative to impress this requirement of confidentiality upon the college teachers. Nothing in our creative dream class was allowed to become fodder for social media.

Dream Writing Assignments

Journaling about dreams in the fourth grade classroom lands somewhere between a prompt and an open response. Sometimes it was with a given prompt: record a dream that made you feel sorry when it ended; or record a dream that involved an animal. At other times, the invitation was open-ended: write about your dreams. The journal entry was written during their morning work. A recommended method of encouraging both writing and creativity is to keep a special folder to record dreams that the student can refer back to and look for meaningful patterns (Mallon, 2002, p. 48). Dreams are a wonderful way for students to explore their own creativity. Siegel and Bulkeley (1998) offer: “The creative energies of children’s dreams flow naturally and freely every night; all you need is a bit of patience and a sense of adventure to help your children learn how to draw upon this truly infinite fountain of spontaneous expression” (p. 16).

When the fourth graders began journaling about their dreams, they started discussing them more with the classroom teacher and each other. They would get excited about what they had dreamt the night before. Siegel and Bulkeley (1998) find that a result of a child looking at dreams as play is a shift from “rational explanation to imaginative expression” (p. 27). In their journals, you can see this expression take place. Joanna writes in her dream journal: “I was working in a donut shop. And when we were glazing them one of them was magic and it was alive.” In her dream, that which is usually inanimate took on a life of its own. This offered Joanna an entirely new approach to her creative writing. Anna’s dream explores super-human abilities: “I traveled into the sky and there were cotton candy clouds! I ate some and threw some to my sister.” Anna’s dream image of “cotton candy clouds” provides a wonderful starting place from which to develop an imaginative story.

Students wrote about their dreams weekly for the entire twelve weeks of the collaboration. As they got into the habit of thinking about their dreams each week, they found that they started to remember them more. Molly wrote in her dream journal: “I started to try to think about my dreams and try to remember my dreams. I used to not even think about my dreams at all but now I do and I like to share my dreams.” As they got into the routine of thinking and writing about dreams, students began to see their creative potential. Grace reflected: “Now when I think in my bed I feel MUCH more creative.” Pete shared his personal method of dream recall that he developed during class: “Now I try to remember all of my dreams….What I do is right when I wake up I sit in my bed and try to remember the whole thing. Then I try to write down everything that I can remember.”

Creative Movement Class

At the beginning of the first session together, the college student-teachers with color-coded nametags were waiting for the fourth graders in the studio, sitting on the floor in a circle. The fourth grader’s task was to determine who his or her college “buddy” was given only the clue of a newly received nametag. Very quickly, one of the students announced that the student’s color matched the color of the college teacher’s nametag. Once all the fourth graders had located their “buddies,” they were asked to interview each other. Then, the college teachers were invited to introduce their pair or trio of students, followed by the students introducing their college teacher to everyone in the circle. Once some level of social interaction had been established, the co-leaders began the class. Dr. Schul lead a Focusing Activity that involved both the fourth graders and their college teachers in a Fast Follow activity, where everyone attempted to mirror the quickly changing shapes of the leader. Next, the college teachers lead the entire group in locomotor skills, while each individual college teacher silently assessed the skill level of the children and offered help where needed. One of the student leaders, Lisa Robertson, wrote: “This was a great way to start the class and make everyone (college kids included) feel very comfortable with moving freely. I was intimidated at first to lead the entire group, but once I started, I realized how fun it was and felt I could be creative without worrying what fourth graders thought of me.” With both of these initial activities, the
objective was to introduce the children to an embodied approach to learning, exploring the possibilities of shaping and locomotor patterns.

In the initial Developmental Activity, Mrs. Bailey involved the children and college teachers in moving verbs—then introducing adverbs to the action—while focusing on how adverbs changed their movement quality. This was then linked to how adverbs in writing clarify vague descriptions. Dr. Schul lead the final Creative Integration Activity: two college teachers combined their groups into a pod and each pod picked three verb cards. The first verb took the group into the center of the space, they moved the second verb in the middle, and the third verb carried them back to their starting place on the perimeter of the space. An example of the verbs for one group included: bounce, melt, and spin.

The creative writing objectives for the last two activities were designed to enable the student to explore descriptive words through movement and become familiar with their use, which would then be included in their journaling. The creative movement objective was to move in a way that demonstrated the verbs and developed a cohesive sequence of actions through space, which would later be reflected in the student choreography.

At the end of the very first class together, the concept of Communication Dialogues was introduced. The fourth graders and their college teachers came back to the circle and the team-teachers called on students to summarize what they had learned. Then, Mrs. Bailey introduced the Writing Folder and gave fourth graders and college students alike their first dream writing assignment. As Lisa Robertson reflected on the first lesson, she wrote: “I am looking forward to reading the fourth grader’s writings about dreams and also recording my own! I can already tell this is going to be a great enriching activity for the student’s vocabulary and self expression.”

After the first week, every class started with a sharing time for small groups of students, often two or three fourth graders and one college student, to discuss what they had written. Every student, fourth grader and college student alike, recorded dreams on their own in journal entries and then shared them with each other. All students brought their journal entry about their dreams to our collaborative class and combined them into one folder. Students also wrote about their enjoyment of sharing dreams with each other. Chloe wrote in her journal: “Some of my weird and scary dreams aren’t weird and scary anymore. Probably because I’m telling someone about my dream. They kind of seem more interesting.” By the third class, Early childhood education major and dance minor, Thalia Jones, observed: “Their dreams did have strong emotions, and they used strong words to describe them.” Within the first three weeks, writing dreams seemed to spark a more vibrant writing style among the fourth graders.

The college students were advised not to pass judgment on the children’s dreams, but to listen and discuss them encouragingly. Their assigned reading included Siegel and Bulkeley’s (1998) chapter entitled, “Teacher’s Guide to Creative Dream Work,” which insisted: “It is important that all sharing emphasize an emotionally supportive and playful approach and steer clear of interpretations or judgments about the meaning of symbols” (p. 258). Judging children’s dreams has been shown to cause children to refuse to share further (Mallon, 2002, p. 44).

After sharing their journals, students worked on moving their dream ideas. At the beginning of the class, the team-teachers modeled taking one aspect of dreams (plot, theme, emotion, characters) and creating a movement or dance to represent elements. In one Creative Integration Activity, the pods of two teachers and four or five children were asked to pick out the emotional tone of their group’s dreams. College student Lisa Robertson noted in her assessment of the second class: “When it came time to draw upon several emotions from the dreams, the students had no problem identifying how they felt at various stages of their dreams.”

The five P’s were introduced as a method of organizing the creative problem-solving process: Pick the ideas, Plan the action, Practice the flow of the dance, Perform for the class, and then Process with the whole group. One student teacher noted: “During this activity, the 5 Ps really helped plan our discussion and practice time effectively.” Sometimes the team-teachers would give feedback when they felt the pods needed guidance. For example, Mrs. Bailey once advised the pods to revisit their group process and clarify the theme of their dances to make it more understandable for the audience. Thalia Jones wrote in the assessment of this activity: “The dances were a little hard to figure out the first time we watched them. After the group took time, it was clearer what setting and emotion they were trying to express.”

Lisa Robertson found this approach to orchestrating their group performance very helpful: “The guidance from Dr. Schul to use the 5 Ps, as well as Mrs. Bailey’s recommendation to define a theme for our performance helped clarify and strengthen the creative process.”

The college teachers had a steep learning curve. Since this course is offered as an undergraduate course, many had never worked with children before. Most had never
taught a class. Thalia Jones observed: “Lead teachers were not very clear in their instructions, so there was some confusion at first.” It was this kind of peer reflection that gently guided the developing teaching style of these pre-service teachers, along with guidance of the two team-teachers. Another aspect of learning to teach was realizing that, as teachers to their pod of fourth graders, they were always a role model. Lisa Robertson shared this reflection: “It has been hard to remember that the fourth graders are absorbing so much from our demeanors, word choices, actions, and instructions. I am not used to being viewed as the authority figure in any environment. The experience has helped me grow as a leader and teacher to others and remember that the most effective means of instruction is through exemplification.”

Finally, the students were responsible for creating a three to four minute dance based on dreams that had been written, shared, and danced during the class to be performed for the whole school (Kindergarten through 8th grade) and parents at an assembly. At this point, the college students became the main collaborators: choreographing and directing their performances. This became a time to translate visual (dreams) and written (journal) ideas into movement. Fourth grade student, Sydney, wrote: “We have been acting out our dreams instead of dreaming them and then forgetting. A lot of us would just dream something and then forget about it and never go back to it. So it has made us remember a lot of dreams.” Siegel and Bulkeley (1998) insist: “When grown-ups treat dreams as important and worthy of discussion, children begin to pay attention to their dreams and remember them more often” (p. 3).

During the second half of the class, the college teachers were given increasingly larger time periods in which to create their dances with the fourth graders. Emily Zillweger described this process: “Having to teach approximately twenty fourth graders how to translate story into movement is an awfully daunting task.” And yet, as college teacher Thalia Jones shared, they were capable of accomplishing this: “I believe we are making great progress; we have our successes and struggles with our children as we get closer to our performance. . . . Their performance is slowly taking shape, but because of their input from their dreams it is mostly choreographed.”

Findings

How do you assess the way children’s thinking about dreams changed after writing, sharing, and dancing about them for twelve weeks? Students reflected on the creative dance class in their final journal entry without any specific prompt. Eight percent of the fourth grade students mentioned enjoying the writing process of recording dreams. Joanna declared: “I actually have fun because I didn’t like dancing very much. I actually had a lot of fun making up our dance and doing it.” Seventeen percent of the students reflected on how their movements had changed since working on this class. Lee pointed out: “My way of moving has also changed by the way I think about the importance of different parts of the body and what positions they should be in at any and all times.”

The most impressive statistic was that fifty percent of the fourth grade students wrote about their perceptions of dreams changing since working with this class. Students wrote about finding more meaning in their dreams. Abigail wrote: “I think that my dreams actually mean more to me now instead of being just a dream; now they are special.” David wrote about the purpose of his dreams: “At the start before Creative Movement I just thought dreams were pointless and they meant nothing at all. Then afterwards I learned dreams are great ways to express your feelings.” They also wrote about feeling more empowered by their dreams. In a journal entry, Levi shared: “I also have been more prepared in life later. Since Creative Movement, I can control my dreams, so I have a lot more time to think . . . . It has opened my mind to lots of more interesting possibilities.” Finally, the fourth graders wrote about how they found enjoyment and creativity in their dreams. Ava stated: “Before we started doing Creative Movement I thought I could never explain my dreams in words or in movement but now I know I can. I also thought dreams were like TV but now its like every night is a whole new adventure.” Bryce, a fourth grader, stated: “I thought dreams were just a figure of your imagination but really they’re a lot more.”

College students had similar patterns in their reflections. Twelve percent of college students indicated that
they enjoyed writing about their dreams. Animal science major and dance minor, Noelle Mouton, wrote: “I am going to start a consistent dream journal from which I will have material that I could create future dances from if I wanted.” Another college student concluded: “I have been dreaming significantly more this semester than last, and I’m assuming that the writing down of my dreams has encouraged my subconscious to remember all the crazy stuff that’s going on up there.” College students also focused on how their relationship with the fourth graders changed. Eighteen percent of the reflections mentioned how the college students had changed their approach to teaching. For example, another college student wrote: “I should trust them more because they can do these things without us holding their hand every step.” Twenty-nine percent of the college students reflected on their relationship with the fourth graders. Middle grades education major and Spanish minor, Alyssa Bishop realized: “At the beginning of the semester both of my kids were a little shy. They would either talk very softly or they wouldn’t speak their mind. Now after the course of this semester my kids are all about giving me new ideas and want to be heard. I am so proud of the transformation they have made in this class.”

The most common reflection from the college students was the same as the fourth graders. The college students found that their perception of dreams changed during this class. Thirty-five percent of the reflections mentioned a shift in their own perceptions. For example, Brittany Brown, an early childhood education major, wrote: “Dreams can tell much about a person, and engage us in a more personal level with them. Dreams don’t have to be terrifying we can learn to overcome that terror, to put ourselves in a different position. Dreams are a good insight, and a good thing to express to those around us.” College students saw a change in how they enjoyed sharing dreams. Psychology major and dance minor, Abbey Smyth, stated. “I have really enjoyed sharing my thoughts with Bryce and Beth. I have also enjoyed hearing their dreams. We have been able to share our happy thoughts, and also work through the more scary dreams.” Finally, their perception of dreams as a way to enhance creativity grew. Zahra Ladiwala reflected: “Studying dreams has also helped me become a creative and interactive writer with a better imagination. I have learned how to interact and form new ideas.” This last change circles back to the objective of the course, which was to enhance the elementary students’ writing skills. It was a happy surprise to see the same effect in the college students’ writing.

In Conclusion

The strength of this collaborative opportunity lies in many elements. First, this class draws on a subject that all students can relate to because everyone dreams. The challenge for the college teachers was creating a dance performance with their pod of fourth graders based on the dreams that they had written. When speaking about this final performance, Noelle Mouton wrote: “I think the most effective teaching strategy that I implemented was having each student in our pod choose a character from his or her own dreams that he or she wanted to portray in the final performance. That way each fourth grader had a deep connection with their character, and that came across to the audience in their performance.” As much of a struggle as this collaborative process can be, everyone was satisfied with their part of the performance. In Noelle’s case, she concluded: “Enhanced with the facial expressions and full body movements that the kids used to portray their characters, the dance told a fun story of mystery and adventure that delighted and engaged the audience’s imagination.” Thalia Jones reflected: “Our group dance is about how emotions can leave a strong effect on us when we wake up. Our dreams tell of our deepest feelings and sometimes those are the ones that we cannot say.” She concluded: “Looking back at where we started with a complicated plot and wild dreams to a definite dance with characters is amazing!”

Secondly, this teaching approach provided multiple ways to use the shared experience of dreaming to express each person’s creativity. Lisa Robertson reflected: “Since beginning to form our performance dances with the fourth graders and within our peer groups, the creative process has come to life. I have been surprised and challenged by ideas created from collaboration. At times it was difficult to combine the plethora of dream ideas from our fourth graders, but through compromise and simplification we were able to represent each student in our dance.” Thalia Jones reported: “I believe that I am truly learning a lot from this experience of teaching children how to express themselves creatively. I do enjoy working with my three kids because they all bring such energy and creativity to our group dynamic.” In her final thought letter, Thalia concluded: “Overall, I think these students became better creative writers and dancers. As the semester went on my kids came up with different ways to do things. I think they started to think more abstractly about the lessons and how to do the activities. I think they learned a lot about themselves through exploring their dreams and this helped unlock the door to creativity.”
Thirdly, this class provided the opportunity to build the self-confidence of the students to interact with, create, and control their world. Thalia Jones wrote: “I think this class can improve self-confidence and creativity. I think I benefited in this class in many ways. I think my confidence in myself as a dancer grew. I watched one of my students grow confident in participating in a group setting.” The college students, in particular, expressed a sense of empowerment as teachers. Lisa Robertson described her choreographic experience with her co-teacher: “Trying to understand how we would combine the dreams of the fourth graders into a coherent choreographed piece was difficult. It took several planning sessions until I felt confident of our plan to complete the assignment, but I can say now that I feel confident and proud of what Noemi and I have put together with our students.” International studies major and dance minor, Noemi de Miguel Mota wrote about her enhanced sense of agency: “I have learned a lot in class, about children, about myself, and about teaching. This class has taught me a lot of things, including that teaching is not as scary as I thought it would be and that I can be confident and happy leading a class.”

Thalia Jones noticed that “the kids were really expressive in their emotions . . . The children were good at expressing movement clearly. They were good at using their bodies to express each emotion while using movement.” At the final dress rehearsal, Emily Zillweger, reported: “The students were really energized and excited; and it was nice to see them translate that excitement into their bodies. Every student remembered their choreography and was able to convey emotions with their faces.” Regarding the final performance, Lisa Robertson observed: “The excitement was pouring out of our fourth graders!”

Finally, integrating creative dance into the language arts curriculum of the fourth grade was a positive experience for both the fourth graders and the college students. Emily Zillweger observed: “Working with them forced me to think about using dance in different ways to convey concepts of educational subjects, like science. I thought about how I could teach about forms of energy, or the water cycle using the human body. I thought about how using similes could make movement larger and clearer. As a dancer, artistry is something that transcends the movement on its own and I believe this class helped me tap into parts of my artistry by connecting it to something I have always been good at, school.” Emily also reflected on the fourth graders learning process: “The children were able to experience a regular educational class like creative writing in an interesting and active way through movement, and I believe that could only stimulate their learning even further beyond the classroom. Connecting the two types of activities (educational and physical) into one works both sides of the brain at once, and this reinforces their long term understanding of concepts. While they were moving around, skipping, leaping, and pretending to be snails, they were also learning about similes, adverbs, and emotions, all of which they could use in their own writing in the future.” Fourth grader, Jillian shared: “Now I think that you can do cool things with your dreams, like talk about them. Write about it. Make a story out of it. Also draw a picture or paint a picture of the prettiest or ugliest thing in your dream. You could even play music that might even go with the scariest parts and the happiest parts of your dream.”

**Recommendations:**

We would like to see classroom teachers introduce dream awareness into their classrooms, offering children of all ages a non-judgmental place to share what is swirling around in their minds as they come into school each morning. What if we assigned “Morning Pages,” as Julia
Cameron (2002) recommends? Every morning the children journal long enough to fill three pages. That would enable a student to write the dream or emotion that is lingering from dreamtime or from their trip to school. It would give those feelings a place to be acknowledged, which would hopefully enable that student to be more focused throughout the school day. Sometimes the journaling could be directed with a writing prompt regarding dreams, with a discussion to follow that would allow the dreams to be voiced.

We would also recommend that the fine arts faculty and the laboratory school teachers find ways to collaborate that interest both parties. When the team-teachers are enthusiastic about the content being shared, the excitement is contagious! The team-teachers grow professionally from the collaboration. Combining a college class and an elementary class has proven to be very successful for both the elementary students and the college students. Both groups learn from each other and both benefit from the student-teacher ratio. The college teacher is able to experiment with her leadership skills, while developing her active listening abilities. The elementary student has the rare opportunity to work in a very small group with the college teacher’s attention shared with only one or two other children. Additionally, the elementary student gets a dynamic, kinesthetic approach to learning. Everyone is a winner!
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This paper discusses children’s wellness in relation to the surrounding environment during the post-disaster recovery period, by comparing the three northeastern prefectures and Hyogo prefecture of Japan. By examining a similar case of disaster recovery in the aftermath of the Kobe Earthquake in Hyogo Prefecture in 1995, the paper further aims to explore the essential needs of children in their healthy development in post-disaster circumstances. Roundtable interviews with Non-Profit Organizations in the Northeastern city of Sendai, and individual interviews with voluntary evacuees who relocated themselves after the 2011 tsunami in Northeastern Japan to Kobe City, were held to investigate the current state of child support and children’s play in the affected prefectures. This study, preliminary in nature, but important to schools systems anywhere that students will be returning to school after disaster, opens the issue of which markers of health and well-being are viable indicators, and how school-based, local, and national attention can be focused to assist in recovery.

Introduction

Twenty years have passed since the Great Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake in Kobe, Japan. The number of Kobe citizens who did not experience the disaster has, in 2015, reached 40% of the city’s total population because of a maturing population. In Japan, as in many parts of the world, disaster prevention and mitigation education has become one of the fundamental management strategies for the country. However, children’s care and its provision in time of crisis is often overlooked due to a lack of focused resources for children in the face of multiple pressing needs in the recovery period. Adults also face difficulty at times in providing sufficient care for children in time of crisis, because they simply do not have enough emotional and/or physical capacity to do so. Nonetheless, children’s growth cannot be overlooked or postponed at times of disaster, despite substantial environmental changes. By studying the current context of childcare in the affected areas, this research aims to present a detailed proposal for children living the aftermath of severe disaster.

1. Children’s Health in Complex Environments

The Report on Children’s Mental Health at the Time of Emergency Disaster (Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT), 2013) conducted surveys in schools across seven prefectures: Aomori, Iwate, Miyagi, Fukushima, Ibaragi, Tochigi, and Chiba. The schools were categorized into kindergartens, elementary schools, middle schools, high schools, secondary schools, and special-needs schools. The questionnaire was answered by 4,569 principals, 33,700 homeroom teachers, 3,408 nursing teachers, 1,838 school counselors, and 335,784 parental guardians.

Overall, 12.9% of children in the Tsunami-affected areas (Fukushima, Miyagi, Iwate) experienced one of four signs of Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD), or PTSD-related symptoms such as “becoming more dependent and insecure”, “cannot perform what s/he could do alone before”, “fearful of going outside”, “absent from school more often”; regionally, Fukushima Prefecture scored the highest at 20.3% followed by Miyagi Prefecture at 16.4%. Both of these prefectures sustained significant physical disaster in the 2011 tsunami.

2. Impact of the Disaster on Children’s Mental Health

In order to further examine the trend in the three northeastern prefectures of Iwate, Miyagi and Fukushima, we have developed comparative figures. All three prefectures showed similar trends but Fukushima Prefecture showed the highest scores in the majority of items (Figure 1).

For example, 17.4% of children in Fukushima followed by 13.7% in Miyagi and 7.7% in Iwate were reported to be “[becoming] more dependent and insecure”, which clearly shows the changing mental health of children in heavily affected prefectures. Furthermore, Fukushima, where there was rapid impact and change in the environment as a result of the disaster, scored the highest for an item, “child became more sensitive
to surrounding sounds and is more easily distressed” at 16.5%, while Miyagi scored 11.4%, and Iwate 6.9%, respectively. For these two items, it was evident that Fukushima scored comparatively higher than two other prefectures. Miyagi prefecture, where the tsunami first hit land and many school children were killed, showed a slightly higher tendency at 9.5% for an item, “child goes into avoidance when topics or news resembling the earthquake are heard/seen”, where Fukushima and Iwate scored 8.9% and 5.4%, respectively.

3. From Mind to Body of the Children who Experienced the Northeastern Japan Earthquake and Tsunami

An association between psychological distress and physical illness in the post-disaster period is yet to be confirmed scientifically for this particular event. However, The School Health Survey: Prefecture- and Age-Specific Illness and Abnormal Patient Percentage Study (2013) published by MEXT was studied as objective material for the purpose of this research. In addition to the three northeastern prefectures examined in the study, Hyogo Prefecture was included to better compare the current situations in disaster-affected prefectures.

Physical illnesses such as dental cavities, ear infections, sinusitis, atopic dermatitis, and asthma are the typical categories for analysis of health status of children in Japan by health experts, and these were applied to the prefectures affected by the disaster and some that were not. Those that showed the most variation among prefectures were specifically chosen to better investigate the correlation between emotional distress and physical illness.

Based on a 2014 publication of MEXT, the National Physical Fitness and Lifestyle Survey of Elementary School Children, which investigated physical attributes and prevalence of obesity in elementary school students, a gender specific figure in the three northeastern prefectures and Hyogo prefecture was developed. As shown, male students in Fukushima showed the highest obesity rate of 16.2%. Male students in Iwate had the rate of 14.7% while in Miyagi it was 14.0%; both also showing higher tendency for obesity compared to students in Hyogo scoring 8.6% less. In fact, it has been discovered that male students in the three northeastern prefectures are 1.3 to 2.1 times more likely to show physical signs of obesity than those in Hyogo Prefecture, unaffected by the Northeastern Tsunami. This was perceived to relate to both mental health and the availability of play space.

Another index used to determine whether a student exercises for more than 420 minutes per week shows that 59.3% of male elementary school students in Hyogo exercise for more than an hour a day, whereas in Fukushima only 46.0% of male students exercise for the same amount of time.

Traumatic experience of the disaster itself and a drastic change in lifestyle in the aftermath have together exacerbated existing illnesses or health conditions among children. Many were reported to develop more severe allergic conditions such as atopic dermatitis, asthma, and nettle rash. Rapid increase in the number of cavities was also prominent among children in the affected prefectures. Some even reported problems of psychogenic visual loss. Conditions such as stomachache, headache, stiff shoulder, strained back, and insomnia were also reported. Some children experienced seemingly opposite phenomena such as hypothermia and hyperthermia, or overeating and anorexia at the same time. Kishimoto (1997) suspects that these disorders are the combined result of pollution, disturbed life cycle, including the lack of physical exercise, deviation in meals, change in the relationship with others, and various other stress-related factors. This observation held true in the three Northeastern Prefectures after the 2011 disaster.

In the aftermath of the Kobe Earthquake, 56 schoolyards out of 117 in the city of Kobe were considered unusable due to potential aftereffects of earthquake, or school grounds being transformed into campgrounds and storage facilities for relief supplies for evacuees. It was exactly the same situation in the Northeastern Tsunami aftermath. There was a drastic reduction in play space for children for the reasons above, as well as the presence of nuclear material in some areas in this disaster.

During the process of disaster recovery, it is evident that physical space for children’s sports and play becomes extremely limited in areas stricken by disaster. For example, school bus rides replace their usual walks to school for children who are without a local school, and physical education classes and afterschool club activities are often restricted. Children’s conversations with friends may become an undesirable noise to other residents who are tightly living together in camps of evacuees or longer term but still temporary housing. In such areas, a sharp increase in the number of children with obesity is evident in part due to a declining number of playmates, time, and physical space in which children can freely play. The concern for nuclear radiation aggravates the problem further, making it even more difficult for children to play in an open space.

4. Future perspective

Our surveys also revealed a scattered and confused approach of many municipalities regarding the issue of
immediate and longer-term health of children following disaster. For example, some municipalities simply handed the issues of children’s play over to a volunteer Non Governmental Organization in hope that the organization would somehow resolve the issue on their behalf. This becomes particularly salient under the current system of public administration in which matters concerning children in Japan, such as their education and welfare, are handled by different administrative departments. It is often unclear with whom one must consult about affairs concerning children in the local area. Private entities that may be incapable of meeting the wide range of needs, therefore, are often asked to provide assistance even though some matters may be beyond their organizational capacity. To highlight such a circumstance, a public worker during the interview revealed in tears that, “… until recently, [the focus] has always been about seniors …[they] did not think about children before”. In such a fragmented system, it is clear that schools can and must play a key role. While parents were often uncertain about who they could rely on, school systems, as they rebuild, are a likely source of trust and robust daily support for both children and families in both immediate and longer term solutions.

5. Concluding Remarks

It is important to understand the needs of children in post-disaster circumstances from growth and development perspectives. This research report is preliminary, but it begins to analyze the extent of the post-disaster impact and its significance in children’s physical and psychological well-being. It provides a look at impacts that are sometimes quiet but significant markers for future health and well-being of children post-disaster. Clearly, resolving any underlying issues in a timely manner poses many challenges, but is necessary. Teachers proved to have a clear sense of the well-being of their students, when surveyed, and these data are essential in planning for community-wide solutions.

There are directions to turn in extending this research work. These include: examination of the resiliency factors in a child’s life after disaster; the role teachers and schools can most effectively play in assessment and recovery of children’s well-being; the best way for children to have their own voices heard post-disaster; and the need for disaster-preparedness planning for children in every community, including as vital partners, the leadership of schools that are trusted, recognized and effective.

The International Association of Lab Schools (IALS), is a network of such trusted and recognized schools. These could be uniquely placed to assist in times of major disaster, both through learning about how to help children through disasters, as well as providing an actual physical site that is prepared for responding to the needs of children in post-disaster circumstances. The university connection of these schools provides the potential for robust knowledge informed by awareness of local but also international experience. These schools also have a high level of experience in delivery of teaching practices that are both exemplary and innovative, and can be nimble in the face of a call for solid approaches to supporting children in never-before-seen situations. This combination of on the ground strength and a wide vision for the best practices in children’s education and growth makes IALS a compelling possibility for partnering with communities in need of these skills in post-disaster work with families and children.
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Introduction

Our conversations across the Atlantic came about through our joint connection with the International Association of Laboratory Schools (IALS), a spirit of collegiality, and a belief in the power of Communities of Practice. These reflective conversations have highlighted some of the strengths and opportunities for growth of our laboratory schools in context. What has become clear is that in order to be competitive and relevant as laboratory schools within the current academic landscape, we must keep the mission of our laboratory schools at the forefront of our minds and be ready to revisit this philosophy as a stimulus for reflection. This paper describes the context of our two learning centers and focuses on our mission statements in relation to the IALS core characteristics of laboratory schools which is guided by the model of Appreciative Inquiry in its broadest sense; particularly highlighting our strengths and aspirations (Lemmerman, Cardenas, Tschannen-Moran and Tschannen-Moran, 2007).

Laboratory Schools—Strengths and Opportunities

According to Johnson (2006), laboratory schools were designed for “research, experimentation, and the training of teachers” (p. 2). By using a research-based approach, laboratory schools have been a feature of the educational landscape and have played an important role in developing and refining new pedagogical approaches (Erickson, Gray, Wesley and Dunagan, 2012). Carnahan and Doyle (2012) see the laboratory school as a community institution, actively contributing to the real world in a collaborative manner. Erickson et al. (2012) point to some reasons why parents like to have their children attend laboratory schools. These include a perception of higher academic standards, the reality of smaller student/teacher ratios, and the belief that the laboratory school community and academic community work together, thereby enhancing programs and the attitudes children may have towards entering university. Barza and Essary (2016) noted that parents saw the perceived quality of the teaching staff and location of the lab school on the university campus (therefore in close proximity to their work place or place of study) as reasons to have their children attend a laboratory school. Carnahan and Doyle (2012) see laboratory schools as centers of innovation and point to Dewey’s legacy in this area as he likened laboratory schools to laboratories of biology, physics or dentistry. He saw the laboratory school as having the same purposes as any science laboratory: ‘(1) to exhibit, test, verify and criticize theoretical statements and principles; (2) to add to the sum of facts and principles in its special line.’ (Camp Mayhew and Camp Edwards, 1966, p. 5).

Johnson (2006) highlights that some of the criticisms of laboratory schools have been the funding required to keep them operational, the fact that laboratory schools may not be representative of the public school system, and the fact that laboratory schools cannot cope with the number of teachers in teacher education programs. Depending on the setting, other limitations may include: demands and expectations of faculty, shifts in priorities in institutions with laboratory schools, transient leadership, barriers to research including ethical review boards, the high tuition fees in place in recent years, the constant action including research and college assignments, and a lack of recognition at state level to act as a leader of innovation in pedagogy (Tibbets & McDonald, 2004; Erickson et al., 2012).

By critically reflecting on the mission statement of our laboratory schools in comparison with the core characteristics of laboratory schools outlined by the International Association of Laboratory Schools (http://www.laboratoryschools.org/), this paper addresses some of these issues in our contexts.
Mission Statement of Laboratory Schools

Carnahan and Doyle (2012) recommend that it is advisable to align the mission and activities of a laboratory school with “the overall aims of the sponsoring college” (p. 1). They highlight the importance of acting in accordance with a mission statement as it helps a laboratory school stay “focused, productive, and energized” (p. 2). Mission statements should help laboratory schools to focus efforts, guide expenditures and direction, and increase innovation (p. 3). Former criteria from the National Association of Laboratory Schools (NALS) for the mission of laboratory schools included areas such as the creation of improvements in education through research and experimentation, excellence in clinical and teaching practices, staff development, and student teaching, according to Carnahan and Doyle (2012). While the information regarding NALS is no longer available online, IALS holds curriculum development, educational experimentation, professional development, research and teacher training as the core characteristics of laboratory schools. These are further detailed in Table 1.

Table 1: IALS Core Characteristics of Laboratory Schools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Curriculum Development</th>
<th>School designs and publishes its own curriculum for teaching and learning.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Educational Experimentation</td>
<td>The school has a solid background allowing teachers to carry out innovative projects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional development</td>
<td>There is a solid institutional plan regarding professional development for teachers and staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research</td>
<td>School conducts or collaborates in research that upholds a lab school’s important role in education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher Training</td>
<td>The school solidly provides mentorship and assists student teachers during their field experience</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This provides a useful framework for both of us to explore the mission statements of both learning centers within our individual contexts.

Context and Mission of the Early Childhood Learning Center, Zayed University, United Arab Emirates

The Early Childhood Learning Center (ECLC) was established in 2013 with a vision of inspiring excellence in the care and education of young children (www.zu.ac.ae/eclc). The current Director was appointed as an assistant professor in the College of Education in 2015 and has half-time administrative responsibility for the oversight of the established ECLC on Abu Dhabi campus and the new ECLC on Dubai campus. The ECLC has a capacity of 120 children and a total of 7 classes, ranging in age from 6 months to 4 years. To this end, the ECLC employs 13 teachers, a Head Teacher (formerly operations manager), a Head Nurse (as mandated by the Ministry of Education), 9 classroom assistants and an administrative assistant. 70% of the teaching staff hold Bachelor’s degrees in Early Childhood Care and Education or a closely related field, while the remaining 30% hold Associate Degrees or Certificates in Early Childhood Care and Education. The Head Teacher holds a Master’s degree while the Director holds a PhD. The program runs during the semester on a 7.30-4.30 basis with alternate timing options available to parents. The majority of children at the ECLC are those of students, staff and faculty (in that order) although children from outside ZU community are welcome. The mission statement of the ECLC is as follows:

To provide:

1. high quality early learning experiences for children and their families
2. exemplary learning experiences for Zayed University students in a best practice setting
3. opportunities for innovative research, and
4. community outreach, networking and resource sharing opportunities for the early childhood sector in the UAE and the region.

Context and Mission of Hollingworth Preschool, Teachers College Columbia, United States of America

Founded in 1983, Hollingworth Preschool is one program of The Hollingworth Center located on the campus of Teachers College, Columbia University. A small preschool with an enrollment of 34–37 children, our mission is dual: to serve children and their families by providing enriching educational experiences while also offering professional development of teachers in collaboration with local, national and international educators. The preschool faculty and staff includes an Executive Director who is the director of The Hollingworth Center, a Preschool Director,
an Admissions & Exmissions Director who also serves as a coordinator for special events, two Head Teachers, four part-time Assistant/Associate Teachers, two part-time Portfolio Teachers, and two part-time Administrative Assistants. All of the faculty and staff of Hollingworth Preschool are either current or former Teachers College graduate students. All of the members of the Leadership Team hold at least a Masters of Arts degree; one head teacher also holds a Masters of Education degree; the Executive Director and Preschool Director both hold Doctorates of Education. As the school is housed in one shared classroom, we have two half-day classes: a morning class of children ages 3-4 which runs from 8:30–11:30 am daily, with an extended day program from 11:30 am–1:00 pm two days a week for all children, and an afternoon class of children ages 4–5 which runs from 11:45 am–4:00 Monday–Thursday, and 11:45 am–3:00 pm on Fridays. The school year begins in September and concludes in June. An early admissions notification option is offered to applications of siblings and Columbia University affiliates, which includes students, faculty, and staff. However, most enrolled students do not have a university affiliation. Students come from a variety of neighborhoods throughout Manhattan, and historically have commuted to the preschool from the Bronx, Brooklyn, and Queens.

Questions for Reflection and Methodology

This paper is grounded in the shared experiences of two directors of laboratory schools and a sense of working collaboratively in developing strengths-based reflections within our Communities of Practice (Miller, 1997). Therefore, it is not relevant to frame the conversation and findings within a traditional model. Rather, we seek to highlight the gains that can be made from an openness to share experiences as a stimulus to thinking reflectively. Instead of viewing this from the traditional perspective of a critical friend (Horgan and Bonfield, 2000), it made more sense to see this as a partnership of appreciative friends (Bloom & Martin, 2002).

We decided to frame our conversations within the IALS core characteristics of laboratory schools, outlined in Table 1, and our mission statements, as opportunities for growth within this framework.

Curriculum Development in both Laboratory Schools

The ECLC runs a bilingual program placing equal value on both English and Arabic. When the center was established, it was decided by the founding team to purchase the Creative Curriculum (Teaching Strategies LLC, 2010) and have teachers trained in its use. Therefore all classes follow the Creative Curriculum, although teachers are encouraged to facilitate learning in ways that may not strictly match the curriculum in order to cater for the specific context and interests of children in the ECLC. The Creative Curriculum follows a program of studies including clothes, buildings, balls, reduce reuse recycle, and trees. All classes explore these study themes at the same time but in a variety of ways. Currently there is no other curriculum development ongoing in the ECLC.

The child responsive curricular philosophy of Hollingworth Preschool is rooted in John Dewey’s (1938) belief in experience. Beginning with the child, the teachers believe that children carry a sense of wonder with them into the classroom each day, and their role as educators is to listen to their ideas, embrace their curiosities, and respond to the collective passions of the preschool community. Daily life in the classroom is based on the belief that children learn best through inquiry, through play, and through experience. At Hollingworth Preschool, the teachers approach learning through an interdisciplinary lens, seeking to foster and support students’ connections with the world. The work as educators at this university-based lab school is guided by the value placed upon the children’s sense of wonder and how the educators work to embrace the curiosities of the individuals of the community within the daily life of the classroom (Huebner, 2008). This curricular approach includes responding to the passions of the educators (Greene, 1973) within the curricular explorations.

Educational Experimentation in both Laboratory Schools

Due to the nature of the bilingual program offered, co-teaching is an area of experimentation at the ECLC. Most classes are staffed by an English Medium Teacher (EMT), an Arabic Medium Teacher (AMT), and a classroom assistant. In these cases, teachers share responsibility for facilitating learning using play-based developmentally appropriate methods throughout the day. Some classes have bilingual teachers. According to Murphy and Beggs (2010) “Coteaching explicitly brings two or more teachers together to improve what they can offer to the children they teach, while providing them opportunities to learn more about their own teaching” (p. 12). Benninghof (2012) recommends that co-teachers in their specific contexts design their own unique model of co-teaching to meet the needs of their students. Through Appreciative

Central to the child responsive pedagogical approach at Hollingworth Preschool, the teachers enact the curriculum through several study topics throughout the school year. The leadership team designs a scope and sequence for each school year selecting engaging topics that provide opportunities for deep inquiry and multiple avenues of exploration. The same study topic explored by two classes may share similar foundations but will be shaped by each group of children’s communal interests and inquiries. Therefore, no two studies are alike as they are in response to the experiences, knowledge, wonderings, and the passions of the children.

At Hollingworth Preschool, the deep trust and respect for children guide the teachers. The teachers position all children as confident and capable and thereby are willing to engage in studies transporting us back into the long ago and far away. By scaffolding children’s learning, the teachers provide the children platforms to establish and bridge connections for our community explorations (Wood, Bruner, & Ross, 1976). For example, curricular explorations explore life in Manhattan 400 years ago in an anthropological study of the Lenape; or the teachers and children will travel across the country in a scientific inquiry of the Atlantic Ocean; or join Claude Monet in his garden in Giverny in an aesthetic study of the artists and the impressionist art movement.

### Professional Development in both Laboratory Schools

The National Association for the Education of Young Children (NAEYC) considers that professional development encompasses education, training and technical assistance (2011). Therefore these three aspects of professional development are included in this description of professional development.

The ECLC participates in professional development on a regular basis, usually facilitated by the Director but sometimes by the Head Teacher or an ECLC teacher. ECLC teachers also complete professional development sessions during the University’s professional development weeks prior to the start of semester. In 2015, Ministry of Social Affairs introduced a ‘Training Plan in the Field of Early Childhood’ (available through private correspondence). This training plan is now mandatory for all staff working in the sector and amounts to either 18 or 30 hours of training, depending on the staff member’s initial qualification and its relationship to early childhood care and education. The training plan includes a mandatory six hours of pediatric first aid training, a mandatory six hours of child protection training, and a further six hours of approved training, which can be in a range of areas such as: health, safety, nutrition, social and emotional development, early literacy, learning environments, guidance and discipline, inclusion and special needs, brain development, observation and assessment, parent relationships, classroom management and early intervention. Currently the team is using a systematic approach to professional development.

### Table 2: Undergraduate assignments completed in the ECLC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>College</th>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Type of Assignment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Infancy and Early Childhood Development</td>
<td>Case Study (regular observation and note-taking)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Early Childhood Math and Science</td>
<td>Microteaching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Observation checklists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Early Childhood Program Models</td>
<td>Observation of environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Parents as Educators</td>
<td>Development of developmentally appropriate parent information materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Integrated Curriculum for Early Childhood</td>
<td>Observation of environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Literature for Children</td>
<td>Readalouds with small groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colloquy</td>
<td>Life Skills</td>
<td>Volunteering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business</td>
<td>Introduction to Marketing</td>
<td>Designing a marketing plan for the ECLC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Professional development is an essential element of Hollingworth Preschool, as teacher turnover is built into the model of this lab school. The Assistant/ Associate teachers currently remain at the preschool between one to three years. A few teachers have remained on the faculty for five or more years when pursuing an advanced degree. Professional development begins in August, with typically two weeks dedicated to a variety of topics to support the teachers’ entrance to the community and understanding of the approach of the school. Lead by the Leadership Team composed of the Director and two Head Teachers, the teachers engage in workshops exploring topics such as ‘Philosophical Foundations’, ‘Respect for Children’, ‘Invitations to Play’, ‘Intentionality and Metacognitive Thinking’, ‘Assignments’, ‘Art’, and ‘Song at Hollingworth’, as well as workshops focusing on matters of health and safety such as CPR, food allergy awareness, and health and safety.

Hollingworth Preschool’s child-responsive approach seeks to strike a balance between child-selected/child-directed activities and teacher-developed, teacher-directed units of study. This combination affords each child the opportunity to explore individual interests while gaining exposure to a wide variety of ideas and perspectives, and for the educators to carry their own passions and interests into the community inquiry of the classrooms. Therefore, within the professional development workshops the leadership team seeks to provide the teachers with opportunities to engage in wonder as well (Huebner, 2008). Situated in New York City, the leadership team creates opportunities for the teachers to explore some of the aesthetic resources that are unique to teaching in the city (Rancière, 2000, 2004). Each school year the teachers travel to a variety of aesthetic cultural institutions, as a central element of professional development. The aesthetic resources include establishments such as museums, and extend beyond, influenced by Jacques Rancière’s (2000, 2004) conception of aesthetic as possible in the everyday actions of individuals and in communities. Past visits include exhibits at Museum of Modern Art, Metropolitan Museum of Art, the New York Historical Society, the New York Botanical Gardens, and to Central Park for bird watching through the Central Park Conservancy.

Professional development continues throughout the school year with weekly team planning as well as full faculty meetings. The faculty meeting schedule typically takes a three cycle including: traditional faculty meetings, classroom care, and professional development. Typically the teachers meet for full day professional development once in January and for one week in June.

Research in both Laboratory Schools

All kinds of research projects are welcomed to the ECLC, while certain areas of child development are highlighted as research priorities. Research proposals are first approved by the University Institutional Review Board and then are reviewed by the ECLC Research Review Committee, which comprises the Director, Head Teacher, Head Nurse and a rotating ECLC teacher. When reviewing proposals, the ECLC Research Review Committee considers the following areas: degree of disruption of student routine, degree of divergence from curriculum objectives, assessment of the importance of the research in terms of compatibility with ECLC research priorities, potential stress for participants, and compatibility with other ongoing research projects. There are currently four research projects ongoing in the ECLC in the areas of health and nutrition, co-teaching in a bilingual environment (Dillon, 2015; 2016), discourse analysis for understanding Arabic learning in context, and the impact of work experience in the ECLC on undergraduate students. Other research projects have been completed regarding parents’ support of the ECLC as a laboratory school (Barza & Essary, 2016) and sight words in Arabic (Zoghbor & Palfreyman, 2015).

As a demonstration program at Teachers College, Columbia University, Hollingworth Preschool is actively involved in the research and dissemination of innovative, child-responsive pedagogy. The leadership team shares the work of Hollingworth Preschool at local, national, and international conferences. Hollingworth Preschool hosts many visitors throughout the school year, including Teachers College graduate students, local, national and international educators and administrators.

Teacher Training in both Laboratory Schools

The ECLC is intrinsically linked with the College of Education where mainly local Emirati students complete Bachelor’s degrees in education. The Director teaches classes in areas related to early childhood care and education. Student teachers are invited to complete practicum
in the center and regularly complete class assignments there. There is a teaching room in the ECLC that can host groups of less than 24. Every semester at least two sections attend classes in the ECLC each week. There are some courses that are closely linked with the ECLC. There is also further outreach in terms of other colleges utilizing the ECLC as a site for assignments. Table 2 outlines these courses and the types of assignments that are carried out.

The ECLC also offers a Program of Learning for parents, students, staff and faculty in the form of fortnightly workshops. Some workshops, given by teachers, have included a variety of areas related to early childhood care and education and research-based talks where faculty members present findings from recent publications. This was inspired by and modeled on Stanford’s Bing Nursery School’s series of high-quality Coffee Talks. Education students who attend these can earn extra credit for courses. Workshops are provided by ECLC teachers and Zayed University faculty.

Hollingworth Preschool is housed within the Department of Curriculum and Teaching at Teachers College, Columbia University. The Executive Director, Director, and Head Teachers are active in the department teaching courses and/or serve as teaching assistants. Students from a variety of disciplines and departments regularly request to observe in the classroom. The assistant and associate teachers are encouraged to complete required coursework at the school when appropriate.

Reflections on Core Characteristics of Laboratory Schools

Carnahan and Doyle (2012) undertook an interesting crosswalk looking at the intersection between the host university’s mission and the laboratory school’s mission. It was decided to use this format to highlight where the IALS Core Characteristics intersect with our mission statements. This will help in identifying areas where the mission statement may be modified or suggestions may be offered to IALS in looking at the core characteristics of laboratory schools.

Table 3 (page 20) shows the ECLC’s crosswalk between IALS core characteristics and the ECLC’s Mission. It can be seen in Table 3 and Table 4 that although both of our laboratory schools engage in a number of similar activities that are not reflected fully in our mission statements. One glaring area of omission on the part of the ECLC is that of professional development. Although it is clearly a priority of the ECLC in terms of what we do, it is not reflected in the mission statement. This needs to be amended. Another thing that the ECLC does is provide opportunities for students to volunteer in the center, whether they are education students or not. This is not reflected in the mission statement at all and begs the question of whether or not this is something we should continue to do. If it is, then it should also be included in the mission statement. Providing community outreach is a key part of the mission in the ECLC, in a way that is linked with research at times, but as workshops for parents and other early childhood professionals at other times. I was surprised to find that this was not listed as a core characteristic of laboratory schools by IALS. An area in which the ECLC could improve in is the area of curriculum development. Experimentation is not included in our mission statement but as that something that is encouraged, it may be time to add this piece.

A key area in need of development at Hollingworth Preschool is research. While the members of the Leadership Team actively engage in both on-site and off-site professional development and present at conferences, the quantity of research conducted at the school is quite limited. In recent years, the Director has published two book chapters. A greater focus on research would align the school with the core characteristics of IALS. In reviewing our mission statement, we realized the absence of family education. Offering family workshops and supporting our families’ understanding of early childhood development is a central facet of our work. The Leadership Team could consider adding family education when reviewing the mission statement.

Reflection

Tschannen-Moran, Tschannen-Moran and Lemmerman (2015) found in their study that “instead of attending to the wounds of what was going wrong, the process evoked new possibilities for constructive change by attending to the dimensions and nuances of what was going right” (p. 3). As they grow and develop, these conversations can become a form of emancipatory knowing. This is described by Gurm (2013) as knowing which “critically examines the context or the environment in which the teaching and learning experience occurs” (p. 4) and it is developed through action in and on reflection. The process of engaging in emancipatory knowing can be likened to Appreciative Inquiry, which is the strengths-based model our conversations are grounded in.

ECLC’s reflection on Hollingworth Preschool—Strengths and Aspirations

This section outlines our individual reflection on each other’s laboratory schools, focusing on the strengths of
Table 3 Crosswalk of the IALS Core Characteristics and the ECLC Mission Statement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IALS Core Characteristics of Laboratory Schools</th>
<th>ECLC Mission</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Curriculum Development</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning experiences for children and their families</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning experiences for Zayed University students</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opportunities for innovative research</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community outreach, networking and resource sharing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other (not included in ECLC mission)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Educational Experimentation</strong></td>
<td>Co-taught bilingual model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Professional development</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research</td>
<td>4 ZU projects underway, 2 completed. Systems in place (ECLC Research Review Committee)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher Training</td>
<td>Practicum, class assignments for 6 education courses and 2 non-education courses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other (not included in IALS characteristics)</td>
<td>Student worker program—students volunteering in ECLC from across the colleges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Program of Learning including practical workshops and research-based talks. Invitations issued to ZU community including parents and other early childhood learning centers.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MoE plan being implemented with CoE funds. PD provided by Director and CoE faculty. AI starting across ECLC classes.
each school as well as the aspirations we have based on what we have seen.

With regard to curriculum development, the emphasis on child-responsiveness stands out. Responding to the child’s natural sense of wonder is key in early childhood care and education and I feel that being attached to a specific curriculum may limit that responsiveness. I would like to further explore how we can use the Creative Curriculum (Teaching Strategies LLC, 2010) as a foundation but encourage more child-led learning without any preconceptions. I also particularly liked the way a key tenet of Hollingworth Preschool is the trust in and respect for children. While this may be implied in our approach to teaching and learning in each classroom in the ECLC, I would like to see this belief vocalized and enacted by all teachers within our center. I enjoyed considering the opportunities presented by the model of teacher turnover that is built-in to Hollingworth’s program. The idea of having permanent ‘Master’ teachers who are trained and experienced in mentoring and coaching is most appealing, particularly in a center where many recent undergraduates want to gain experience. It would be interesting to see how that model would work in this context. The teacher profile is quite different across our centers in terms of qualification level and experience. There are pros and cons to level of qualifications and levels of experience. I plan to encourage ECLC educators to use their passions to great effect in their pedagogy, as encouraged in Hollingworth Preschool. I would like to harness the power of exploring aesthetic resources as a component of professional development within our university and beyond as we live in a unique cultural hub including The Louvre Abu Dhabi, Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque, Heritage Village Abu Dhabi and other such places. Including these as a part of professional development would surely awaken the passions of our educators.

Hollingworth Preschool’s reflection on ECLC—Strengths and Aspirations

While there is much I am curious about with the work of ECLC, in particular, two facets of ECLC program, the integration of the program within Zayed University and the positioning of ECLC as a vital site for research, are of particular importance. While many students come to Hollingworth Preschool to observe for course assignments, it is rare that students will engage in a practicum assignment or student teaching at the preschool. It would be helpful to learn how the ECLC and Zayed University negotiate the needs of both programs and the supports offered through more formal established student placements. Also, as addressed earlier, research at Hollingworth Preschool for the intention of publication is quite limited. This is an area we would like to see developed with time and focused effort. It will be supportive to better understand the process for research at ECLC in more detail, to consider how we might invite more research and/or plan for teacher/research studies in more formal ways. Through continued collaborative intercultural conversations, I suggest we will benefit from seeing each

| Table 4 Crosswalk of the IALS Core Characteristics and the Hollingworth Preschool Mission Statement |
|---|---|---|
| **IALS Core Characteristics** | **Enriching Educational Experiences for Young Children** | **Opportunities for Educators as a Demonstration Model Program** | **Other** |
| Curriculum Development | Child Responsive Curriculum | Child Responsive Curriculum | |
| Experimentation |  | Child Responsive Curriculum | |
| Professional development | Professional development Workshops for teachers |  | Family Workshops & Education |
| Research |  | Conference Presentations | |
| Teacher Training |  |  | Host Graduate Student Visitors |
aspect of the IALS core characteristics anew through our different perspectives.

Next Steps and Future Directions

There are opportunities for us to revisit the mission statement in both laboratory schools ensure that they reflect the services we provide and our aspirations for the services provided. This should, according to Carnahan and Doyle (2012), help us continue to be motivated, focused, innovative, productive, and energized. According to Josviak and Vera (2016), Cuchiarra “cautions that a laboratory school cannot be everything to everyone” (p. 15). With further conversations with the Community of Practice of other laboratory schools, it would be interesting to complete a number of other crosswalks between IALS core characteristics and mission statements. If there are areas such as parental involvement or community outreach that continue to be highlighted by other laboratory schools, it may be of value to work with IALS in re-defining the core characteristics to reflect the missions of laboratory schools. Josviak and Vera (2016) found that “there is no single formula for what makes a university laboratory school sustainable” (p. 16). They note that no single mission statement will ensure a school’s sustainability over time. This highlights the need for reflection on action and reflection in action. With our appreciative friends in the network of laboratory schools within IALS and beyond, we can work on ways to make our missions relevant to best practice in early child care and education in laboratory schools in a way that meets the needs of institutions as they change, 21st century children, the needs of teachers and parents, in a way that continues to honor aesthetics and the aesthetic element of teaching and learning.
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“I want to be white so Sean will play with me,” said four-year-old Tamika.

James told others, “Let’s get away from Mac; he stinks so we don’t have to play with him.” Mac was born without sweat glands and was not able to perspire. Casimer, a four-year-old boy shouted at Jose who had just moved from Mexico, “You talk funny!! Look at your shirt. What does it say?” Two friends said to Ariel, “How can you have TWO mommies? That’s weird!”

These comments were heard at one preschool, but very similar to comments made by young children in many classrooms throughout the country. In the US, demographics are rapidly changing and have an immense impact on how early childhood teachers teach diverse children (Follari, 2015; Morrison, 2015). “Young children tend to think in simple terms, and therefore, easily develop different stereotypes” (Selmi, Gallager, & Mora-Flores, 2015, p. 10). It is the responsibility of early childhood teachers to support children’s diverse thinking skills (Hyland, 2010; Morrison, 2015; Selmi et al., 2015; Zakin, 2012).

This paper describes how teachers can expand and challenge young children’s perceptions and understanding of diverse classrooms. Teachers can provide opportunities for children to learn to think diversely by addressing the following four issues: culture, language, and fairness; racial identity and fairness; gender identity and fairness; and family structure and fairness (Derman-Sparks & Edwards, 2010). For these reasons, this paper will suggest how teachers can promote children’s awareness regarding these four issues through the use of children’s books, playful activities and responses to children’s comments and questions throughout the curriculum. Children’s literature serves as the link between what children see and what they understand about the world around them (Sawyer, 2004; Yelland, 2000). Children’s books can provide unobtrusive ways to support children’s diverse thinking skills (Follari, 2015; Morris, Izumi Taylor, & Wilson, 2000), as they reflect on and reveal our current culture. As shown in Table 1, we provide some books that teachers can use to challenge children’s awareness and thinking skills.

Derman-Sparks (2006) reminds us of the importance of anti-bias issues in diverse classrooms during the early childhood years. She states that:

The preschool years lay the foundation for children’s development of a strong, confident sense of self, empathy, positive attitudes towards people different from themselves, and social interaction skills. However, pervasive institutional and interpersonal racism and other forms of oppression in our society sabotage healthy development in these areas. Early childhood teachers and parents must help children learn how to resist. (p. 193)

Many adults are unaware that young preschoolers begin to notice differences in other children and adults at an early age, especially physical differences such as skin color, eye shape and hair texture, as well as language differences (Derman-Sparks, 2006). Thus, in order to have an effective anti-bias program in a diverse classroom, professional development in anti-bias strategies must include all staff in the center or school, including teachers,
secretaries, janitors, cooks, and other personnel. It is also critical for parents and families to be aware of and familiar with the anti-bias curriculum from pre-enrollment and throughout the year via regularly planned meetings (Derman-Sparks, 2010; Derman-Sparks, LeeKeenan, & Nimmo, 2015; Wolpert, 2006).

**Culture, language and fairness**

Culture refers to “how particular groups of people live” (Derman-Sparks & Edwards, 2010, p. 55). When teachers recognize the importance of cultural awareness, they can enhance children’s abilities to understand and appreciate similarities and differences among people from various backgrounds. Cultural awareness is defined as understanding and appreciating others’ “cultures, socioeconomic status, and gender” (Morrison, 2015, p. 55) as well as one’s own culture. In early years, children learn that they belong to a family and a specific culture (Selmi et al., 2015). To learn about various cultures, children and teachers can read books and identify the similarities and differences among words in different languages (Selmi et al., 2015). “Multilingual, anti-racist, and critical” books can help children create a better and more fair world than the one they found” (Lee, 2008, p 172). Such literacy can provide children with opportunities to transform their surroundings into attainable and just environments for all people.

A book entitled *Yoko* (Wells, 1998) might be helpful for children to appreciate different cultures. This story is about a kitty named Yoko who is from Japan who enjoys sushi for lunch at school, but nobody knows about sushi, and they make fun of her. At one preschool, the teacher asked, “Who has eaten sushi before?” Some replied, “No, no way! That’s seaweed, right?” and one child said, “Sushi? My mom eats it but I don’t want to eat it!” The teacher informed the children that they would listen to the story about Yoko, and then the mother of Hayato, a classroom member from Japan, will cook sushi for them for lunch, and they will also participate in making sushi with her. After reading the story, the children talked about sushi and Yoko. One girl related, “I like Yoko because she brought something she loves and found Timothy, a character in the book, who enjoys sushi with her.” Another child said, “My mom likes to eat sushi and different kinds of food so I tasted it.” The teacher asked, “What kind of food do you like the best?” The child replied, “Chinese food!” Other children shouted, “I don’t like it!” Others responded, “I want to try it because I never had it before.” The teacher summed it up by saying, “Can we at least try to taste different food? We will have a different guest to cook with us each week so we can learn about different countries’ food.” Because this school was located in a cosmopolitan area, there were many children from various countries and children had ample opportunities to share and experience the wealth of diversity. Another book entitled *Fish is fish* (Lionni, 1970) in which the author explores how being different is not only tolerated, it is accepted. Some of the kindergarten children identified with being the frog and some with the fish. They discussed how sometimes friendships can change as people change but they all agreed that being different is no reason to not be friends. Acceptance of differences is a root of equality and a precursor to justice.

In addition to reading books that enhance children’s cultural awareness as shown in Table 1, teachers can provide children opportunities to cook different kinds of food from around the world. Teachers invited parents/family members with various cultural backgrounds to cook with children, read books, and eat the food with them. Exposing children to different kinds of food assists them in understanding various cultural practices, family values, and at-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Racial identity and fairness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender identity and fairness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family structures and fairness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
titudes (Brancombe & Goble, 2003; Izumi-Taylor & Rike, 2011). At one preschool, we saw learning about holidays as part of a social studies program. For example, we provided experiences that different families practiced during what we call the “Winter Holidays.” Because of the diversity of children in our classrooms and in the surrounding community, children learned about Kwanza, Hanukkah, Christmas, and Three Kings. In some instances, organizations from the local community representing the cultural/religious groups presented short skits, and shared food and gifts related to their particular celebrations.

Racial identity and fairness

Racial identity relates to one’s affiliation, culture, language, religion, geography, and physical attributes (Derman-Sparks & Edwards, 2010). Teachers need to know children’s cultural backgrounds and their families. When children have opportunities to interact with other children, they learn that there are various cultures and ethnicities (Kindzierski, Leavitt-Noble, Dutt-Doner, Marable, & Wallace, 2013; Selmi et al., 2015). Children need to learn to respect others and understand different cultural rituals and values. Also they should learn some people can belong to more than one ethnic group and participate in multicultural activities (Selmi et al., 2015).

One way to promote children’s awareness of racial identity and fairness is to integrate art and music into the curriculum (Zakin, 2012). Art can enhance children’s feelings about themselves and their surroundings. Teachers can use “a color mixing activity” (Zakin, 2012, p. 6) to promote multicultural awareness in children. Teachers can offer various kinds of paint colors that match each student’s hand color. Children will learn that each kind of color has its own name, such as, “caramel, ebony, cinnamon, and peach, rather than black, white, yellow, and red” (Zakin, 2012, p. 6). At one preschool, children engaged in this activity, enjoying mixing different colors, and made a big painting to show it to their families. In a book entitled Bein’ with you this way (Nikola-Lisa, 1994), the author presents children with a rhythmic sing-along about how everyone is different but also alike. She also guides the children toward acceptance of physical differences and personal preferences as a strength for the whole community. The closing words in the book are, “And we’re gonna be like this all the rest of our life, so come and be with us…we’re on our way! HEY!”

Another activity to further children’s understanding and awareness of racial identity is to read a book entitled Amazing Grace (Hoffman, 1991). Prior to reading this book, a teacher might want to provoke engaged thinking by saying, “We are going to read a story about a very special girl named Grace. Please listen to what happens to her, and we will talk about her after we finish listening.” At one preschool, after the reading, the teacher asked the class members, “What do you think about Grace?” The children’s responses ranged from “She is special,” or “She is good” to signs of appreciation of Grace’s persistence. When one child cried, “Grace couldn’t be Peter Pan because she was a girl and black!” A hush fell over the classroom. The teacher quickly asked, “What do you think of that comment?” Others replied, saying, “That is not right,” “That’s not fair!” and “Uh-uh, She could do it because I went to see Peter Pan at Christmas time and Peter Pan was a girl!” Another child replied, “It doesn’t matter! I saw a girl playing Peter Pan on TV, and you can be whatever you want to be no matter what color you are.” After the discussion, the teacher and children talked about friendships and what they mean. The children all agree that they belong to the classroom community, and that they can be anything they want to be.

Gender identity and fairness

In one setting, an early childhood educator (and parent of a preschool boy) shared with an acquaintance an anatomically correct doll to a male parent. His remark was, “The only kind of doll that my son will receive is a G. I. Joe.” The conversation that followed dealt with toys noting both genders and toys that promoted violence, “Diverse gender experiences permeate today’s world” (Selmi et al., 2015, p. 10). Children need adults’ support to form their own gender identity, and during the preschool years, their foundation is developed (Derman-Sparks & Edwards, 2010). Children’s identity development can be limited by gender messages that society presents, such as how boys and girls should conduct themselves (Hyland, 2010).

Teachers can offer children opportunities to play dress-up activities, read books on nontraditional gender roles (Mattix & Sobolak, 2014), and to invite parents/family members with cross-gender occupations (Hyland, 2010). At one preschool, teachers invited parents/family members with cross-gender occupations to talk about their work, including a male nurse, female construction worker, female taxi driver, male preschool teacher, male hairdresser, female security guard, and male fashion designer. After these parents’ visits, children and teachers read books on cross-gender occupations again and discussed their experiences. Additionally, teachers can
read books with strong female characters and role models (Mattix & Sobolak, 2014). Such books can contribute “to the image children develop of their own role and that of their gender in society” (Singh, 1998, p. 2).

Family structures and fairness

Family is an essential part of children’s lives (da Silva, 2014; Derman-Sparks & Edwards, 2010). Through their family lives, children form their identities and learn to view others around them (da Silva, 2014). Children’s aggressive and bullying behaviors are related to familial factors, and children from uncaring and punitive families tend to be bullies in preschools (Vlachou, Andreou, Botsoglou, & Didaskalou, 2011). Each person defines family; teachers can help young children define their place in their families (Nabors & Simpson, 2005). Family members and teachers can work together to build anti-bias programs in any preschools.

Today’s children can observe various kinds of families, including “families headed by a single adult, families of divorced parents, families headed by a relative other than a parent, families headed by gay or lesbian parents, and other types” (da Silva, 2014). Teachers must actively reach out to various kinds of families to work on inclusion for all families (Derman-Sparks, LeeKeenan, & Nimmo, 2015).

At one preschool, the children and teacher read a book named, Mrs. Katz and Tush (Polacco, 1992). It was a story about a friendship between an African-American boy and an elderly Jewish woman. Prior to the reading, the teacher asked children to look at the cover of the book. She asked, “What did you notice about Mrs. Katz and Larnel? The children replied, “The color of their hair is different,” “The clothes are different,” “One is a boy and one is a girl,” and “One wears glasses, and their skin is a different color.” Finally a child cried, “One is older!” The teacher asked, “Do you have a friend who is older than you and someone who might be an adult?” All hands went up saying, “I do! I do!” As they talked about the story, a thoughtful child commented, “My mom said that families come in all different kinds and you don’t have to be related to be families. If we care for someone, it’s like a family.” Another child said, “It seems that Mrs. Katz and Lanel are kind of a family because they care about each other.” Teachers can use this book to discuss families and also friendships, respectfulness of other cultures, and fairness to others.

“A family book bag” promotes children’s understanding of families. Each child takes home the family book bag, the family together reads the book, draws pictures or writes about the book in the journal (Derman-Sparks et al., 2015). The child shares his/her story about the book with a teacher’s help, and the teacher models how to respond to the story in a respectful manner. Participating in the family book bag activity encourages “families to read and respond to previous entries” (Derman-Sparks et al., 2015, p. 80).

One example of a book that teachers can place in a family book bag is a book entitled, The cat in the hat by Dr. Seuss (1985). This is a story about two children who stayed home one rainy day without their mother. It described how they spent the day with the cat in the hat, making a big mess but having lots of fun. When it was time for their mother to come home, the children were overwhelmed with the mess created by the cat. However, the cat was helpful and magical in cleaning up the mess. At the end of the story, the mother asked the children “What did you do today?” The book also left the story open ended as to what readers would do when confronted with an uncomfortable question. It deals with consequences of one’s behavior and with honesty. The book is fun to read and to teach readers about honesty and openness. The family can read together and talk about these issues. In one kindergarten classroom, the teacher used a bag with a picture of Dr. Seuss and placed the book, a cat in the hat doll, and a journal with a pencil with some charterers from Dr. Seuss books. The children usually took a bag home on Fridays so they would have enough time to read and write or draw about the book in the journal during the weekends, and returned the bag on Mondays. The children and teacher shared what they thought about the book in class. The discussions followed by this story were endless. Some replied that honesty is best, and others said if the house is
clean, it is okay to say nothing about the cat. Hoping to promote her students’ reflection skills, the teacher asked, “Do you have anything else to say about the book?” One thoughtful child cried out, “You should tell your mom that you had the cat in the hat in your home. Tell her how much fun you had but also tell her how messy it was. You can also tell her that the cat cleaned the mess. She might not believe it but you should be honest!”

Conclusions

John Dewey surmised that the two purposes of education in a society is to socialize the young and to perpetuate the culture. In a classroom a teacher hears, “That’s not fair!” a hundred times a day. Perhaps a good lesson in diversity would be to have some solid examples of how fairness does not mean equality which does not mean justice. Fairness and equality are rooted in the law of civilized countries; justice is the outcome when people are mindful about making sure everyone gets to the table. When teachers give children the opportunity to reflect on their classroom experiences, the outcome is that friendships are based on shared memories.

Building community in a classroom depends largely on teachers and parents committing to the building of that community (Alexander, Izumi-Taylor, & Meredith, 2015). Everyone has a life story, especially young children who are assimilating and accommodating their own stories of relationships, belonging, validation, dreams, of who they are as people within the context of other people. Starting the morning circle with the question, “What do you see when you look at me?” can open an interesting discussion. Teachers can give children ways of expressing who they are as individuals, all the while weaving a beautiful tapestry of not just tolerance, but acceptance. Acceptance of oneself begins with family, grows into friendships, and matures as healthy self-respect and confidence (Alexander et al., 2015; DeVries & Zan, 2012; Turner, 2000). In diverse classrooms, teachers have an ethical responsibility to create an environment where life stories are told and heard and expanded in ways where diversity is woven into daily life. Such a classroom should be a respectful and caring community where children are nurtured (Bafumo, 2006; DeVries & Zan, 2012). When students’ needs are met, they tend to enjoy the school, to follow the school goals/values, to develop their social skills, and to work at betterment of the school and community (DVries & Zan, 2012).

Diversity means we are all in this event called life together, and the root of diversity is self-worth. The expansion of diversity is how our beliefs about others formulate from our families and communities, and we all come together to offer the best of ourselves for the common good of everyone. And that begins in early childhood.
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In and of itself, being in a human service profession such as teacher education means I am not a stranger to the word service. Service, a helpful activity, is the foundation of many professions and organizations, as well as an expectation. Taking pride in serving the community is often the development of the greater good. Relationships that can be crafted through service represents a building block for professional growth. By serving, participation in the relationship is a win-win situation.

Being a teacher educator at a university with a laboratory school lends itself to opportunities for service. Service learning; henceforth, is a strategy for teaching and learning that embeds instruction and reflective practices in meaningful community service. Service learning provides the opportunity to apply learning concepts and skills into a real-world situation; furthermore, developing the ability to work well with others, and building pedagogical skills as well as communication and alliance. It strives to enrich the learning experience, teach civic responsibility, and strengthen the teacher education-laboratory school relationship, where the identity of the relationship is synergized by the strength of its individual contributors.

In a laboratory school, first and foremost, there exists opportunities for observing best practices in teaching as well as offering opportunities to undergraduate pre-service teachers to navigate the implementation of best practices in teaching. For me, those opportunities stem from collaborations within and around the entity of the laboratory school embedded in the context of educating children. The collaboration involves various people, starting with the teacher education department and moving into the laboratory school, who share the common characteristics of contributing to the greater good. Those characteristics include inspiration, care, drive, and hard work.

I teach future teachers. Similar to all teaching situations, it is exciting and challenging work. The demands of teaching content and pedagogy in the college classroom; however, can be supported when that college classroom is partnered with a laboratory school.

Supporting the value of intense and detailed planning and successful implementation of best practices in teaching, this relationship allows those involved to contribute to school success for children, and engages all those enthralled to seamlessly sustain a synergism that could not be created otherwise.

**The colossal perk of the job**

The relationship between teacher educators and laboratory school teachers has a common denominator… children. The fundamental purpose of the relationship is to enhance the edification of children.

The mission of laboratory school teachers working collaboratively with teacher educators who instruct undergraduate pre-service teachers is to serve the larger school community by working to improve instructional practices and techniques in education. This is accomplished through the maintenance of a partnership between teacher educators and laboratory school teachers, something that I have found to be an essential element of my professional responsibilities.

This synergy embraces the opportunity for undergraduate pre-service teachers to connect with in-service teachers, children, and other professionals within the laboratory school community.

**A two-lane road to success**

One of the most critical aspects of educating children is the teaching of reading and writing. The educational paradigm is rooted in literacy instruction, and occupies its core. More specifically, in my relationship with the laboratory school, one aspect is to service struggling readers and writers throughout the laboratory school community by delivering individualized literacy intervention sessions within a balanced and comprehensive literacy framework. It is a relationship to support children in their literacy learning as well as support pre-service teachers’ understanding and delivery of literacy intervention.

The design is to provide targeted, data driven, intervention to children who struggle with literacy. Children who are in need of additional literacy support are serviced directly and explicitly through an undergraduate literacy course. Through instructional planning and implementation
of literacy intervention sessions for struggling readers and writers, an intervention model is echoed from the teacher education classroom to the laboratory school classroom where a population of struggling readers may be found.

This experience initially forges then ultimately develops the positively productive relationship between the university, pre-service teachers, and laboratory school teachers, with new knowledge about the explicit instruction on the elements of a balanced and comprehensive literacy framework which are important to developing proficient readers and writers.

Applying already learned course content in balanced and comprehensive literacy instruction to a laboratory school-based program to work with children in real time, allows the undergraduate pre-service teachers to gain valuable experience working with young children struggling during their early stages of literacy development. This further provides a service to the school community which benefits children first hand. This relationship, sustained for more than a decade, has crafted a powerful feeling of accomplishment in contributing to the greater good.

This is the win-win situation.

Having expertise in a certain area, in this case, literacy education, coupled with identifying a need in that area, teacher educators in collaboration with laboratory school teachers can synergize and become advocates for the larger school community. Settings outside of a traditional face-to-face college classroom provide a new perspective on “learning”. Working with children to supplement their core literacy instruction in the classroom often makes a difference. Strategies can be retaught, reinforced, and fine-tuned for the proper fit, all the while providing the undergraduate pre-service teacher with an experience that cultivates a greater understanding of the concepts of sound literacy instruction.

**Essence of unity**

Undergraduate pre-service teachers take their cumulative knowledge in the area of literacy instruction and integrate that knowledge into the real world through the implementation of instructional techniques and activities with children. This enhances the use of best practices learned in the college classroom and subsequently observed in the laboratory school classroom.

This area of literacy intervention translates into what the school community needs at the time. And via the relationship, the service learning is provided.

Working as a teacher educator at a university with a laboratory school means striving to seamlessly sustain the synergy that currently exists between the two entities. A synergy of the greatest kind. Yet, it is a function of the relationship that is never finished. Each year brings change and varied circumstances. There will exist new necessities, different schedules, more special events, changed stances, and novel weaknesses of children which will need attention. The reward, nonetheless, encompasses a continuous cycle of learning through collaboration and service, and a collegial respect between the teacher educator and the laboratory school teacher all for the betterment of the greater good.

It is a relationship that I prefer to never live without.
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A University’s Challenge—Cambridge’s Primary School for the Nation.


The University of Cambridge, Great Britain, opened a new chapter in its remarkable history of contributions to education when its new elementary school welcomed its first students in 2015. The school was born of several missions, among these to sit at the intersection of theory and practice in the education of young children. The nature of this role for the university is clearly and invitingly outlined in this recent volume, which tells the story of the Cambridge University Primary School from concept through the challenges and rewards of realizing the dream of “The Nation’s School”. First, here are answers to any who wonder what drives the creation of a laboratory for learning, a school on a university campus. Second, it is a book for teachers, policy makers, and teacher education professionals and administrators. It gives theory-inspired analysis of the opportunities and importance of such a school within its community, country and international reach. This work is scholarly, accessible, and compelling. When we hear the voice of the first Head of School, James Biddulph, we hear a message for all in the International Association of Laboratory Schools. He tells us how an innovative primary school is addressing the learning needs of its pupils while taking a place in policy-making, teacher training and research. It is a chronicle of recent and powerful university school experience that is a rare and welcome mix of candor, encouragement and promise.
Taking Shape: Activities to Develop Geometric and Spatial Thinking, K to 2.

*Joan Moss, Catherine D. Bruce, Bev Caswell, Tara Flynn and Zachary Hawes. Pearson Press, 2016.*

This book brings teachers behind the scenes of an innovative research study called Math for Young Children (M4YC) which grew around tables at the Dr. Eric Jackman Institute of Child Study at the University of Toronto. From the beginning, the Early Years teachers at the Laboratory School were integral to the project, meeting with researchers, participant teachers, and administrators to share in Lesson Study-inspired math teaching and professional growth. The importance of Spatial Reasoning to student capacity in all areas of Mathematics is upheld in widely cited research. With this in mind, the researchers and teachers of M4YC set out to find the very best ways to increase spatial competencies in pupils from Kindergarten to Grade 2. This handbook addresses through clear classroom examples how and why its lessons make a difference to students. Of particular salience for readers of the International Association of Laboratory Schools Journal are the book’s roots in Lab School outreach. Former Lab School teachers Joan Moss and Bev Caswell, now professors and researchers, returned to the Lab School, inviting a collaboration which grew to include a wide network of participant teachers, many of who work in and with First Nations communities in Canada. It is a book to guide and inspire others to tell their story, and to teach Math with lasting and robust outcomes.
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Laboratory schools are known for their flexibility towards the development of innovative pedagogical practices and research. Their role is fundamental in the field of education. Every year, the International Association of Laboratory Schools (IALS) holds a conference as a means to fulfill its mission. Teachers and school administrators from the United States and other parts of the world meet to discuss and debate over the best practices in the field of education. Last year, 2016, the annual conference was held in Puerto Rico. Presenters were asked to develop their topics around the following theme: Beyond Laboratory Schools: Transforming Lives. The purpose of the conference was to share teaching practices, innovative projects and research that promoted learning beyond the school grounds. Presenters from schools all over the world were to evidence the pertinence of laboratory schools throughout the entire lives of their students. Delegations from the United States, Canada, Czech Republic, Trinidad & Tobago, Jamaica, South Africa, Japan and China were featured at this conference.

The conference kicked off with a laboratory school alumni panel. Former students from laboratory schools in Puerto Rico and Canada spoke about the impact that having studied in a laboratory school had in their lives today. We additionally communicated via Skype with an alumnus directly from an operating room in a hospital. He spoke about the atmosphere in a laboratory school and how the teaching practices led him to find his way in life, not only academically, but also emotionally and socially as well. Another alumnus that shared her experiences in a lab school was the mayor of the capital city of Puerto Rico, San Juan. Finally, Simona Messina, an alumnus from a laboratory school in Canada spoke candidly about her delightful learning experiences and how they were still pertinent in her life today.

During the second day of the conference, Dr. Ana Quintero conducted a keynote presentation about the present role of the laboratory schools. She stressed the fact that even when the mission and philosophy of most schools correspond to what we know about the learning process, very few classrooms follow those principles in practice. “Laboratory schools are pivotal in stretching that gap between theory and practice,” she concluded. To carry the message even further, master classes followed during the afternoon. Dr. Angeles Molina presented a master lesson on early bilingual literacy development and the current challenges and opportunities for teaching. “Currently, there are many implications, challenges and opportunities for bilingual teaching and learning,” Dr. Molina noted. Another master class dealt with action research and how it is not only a professional development activity, but also a window for seeing and understanding the complexity of the act of teaching and learning. Dr. Annette Lopez provided concrete examples of action re-
search and helped the audience understand and prepare ideas for future projects.

This conference had over one hundred attendees and offered more than thirty workshops. One of the most celebrated sessions was conducted by Monika Mandelickova, from the Czech Republic. Monika spoke about the Czech educational system and of the many challenges they face at the moment. Many changes have happened during the last twenty years. Some have been successful and some less successful. “We still need to be focused more on systematical solutions, holistic approach and work on synergies that can promote the improvement of Czech educational system,” she said.

In another workshop, Nicole Romany and Catherine O’Sullivan, from the University of the West Indies Laboratory Schools, addressed the ongoing process of developing university laboratory preschools in three Caribbean countries—Jamaica, Trinidad & Tobago, and Antigua.

They examined how one university with four campuses throughout the Caribbean, created a unique and recognizable practice that supports the development of high quality early childhood education while respecting and addressing each country’s culture and specific needs.

Xiaofeng Kang from Tsinghua International High School in China led another workshop on student engagement and its critical role to their success during learning in a social studies class. He spoke about his research in the area of social studies and the difficulties that students commonly confront. Some possible solutions were addressed. Meanwhile, a group of teachers from the University of Puerto Rico Laboratory Schools presented research and a diverse set of ideas about teaching. Maria G. Rosado, Ivette Torres, Jaime Abreu and Maria del C. Currás shared and commented on the results of an investigation they conducted that supports the theory that classroom and school atmosphere is central to the intellectual development of all students during their school years and beyond. Also from Puerto Rico, James Seale, Wanda de Jesus and José Nocua, a group of veteran teachers, shared their approaches to collaborative learning. Rather than identifying “best practices” they examined the messy nuts and bolts of getting kids to learn by working together, mostly out of teachers’ sight and earshot.

The Puerto Rico annual conference is one to be remembered. Not only because of all the important research and innovative teaching practices presented, but also for the diverse background of all participants. Laboratory schools are about learning, yet most importantly, they are about sharing and collaborating as partners for the purpose of developing our young people into the innovators of tomorrow. For this reason, the International Association of Laboratory Schools is proud to be able to host so many relevant and engaging educators from all over the world. We hope to see all of you featured at future conferences!
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